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British History
Lesson plan: Iolaire disaster

Aims and Objectives 

1. To think about how we learn about history
2. To consider what types of historical sources are available
3. To become more aware about the causes and effects of World War 1

Resources

•  Iolaire bell on A History of the World website 
•  Iolaire bell worksheet
•  Allied or Central worksheet

Teaching and learning activities

Introduction

1. Share the learning intentions with the pupils.
2.  In pairs or trios ask the children to list ways that we can find out about life and events in the 

past.
3.  Discuss the idea of ‘evidence’ with the children and ask them, in the same pairs/trios to list 

possible sources of evidence in their community.
4.  Show the children an image of the Iolaire bell and the HMY Iolaire ship. Encourage the pupils 

to explore when the images were taken and what can be deduced from them.
5.  Explain to the class that the HMY Iolaire was a ship transporting Scottish soldiers home after 

the end of WWI and that it sank leading to the death of 205 men.
6.  Get pupils to fill in the Iolaire Bell worksheet

http://www.bbc.co.uk/terms/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/primaryhistory
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/HUUds1ekTSuBZQasdOY1EA
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/worksheets/british_history/bhs_iolaire_bell_worksheet.pdf
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/worksheets/british_history/bhs_iolaire_allied_central_worksheet.pdf
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/HUUds1ekTSuBZQasdOY1EA
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/worksheets/british_history/bhs_iolaire_bell_worksheet.pdf
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Teaching and learning activities

One

1.  On an interactive whiteboard show the pupils the Iolaire bell object on the A History of the 
World website.

2.  Explain to the class that the soldier on the Iolaire were on their way from the battlefields of 
WWI.

3.  Using a map ask the class how they would make their way home to Scotland from the 
battlefields of Europe after the end of the war.

4. Ask the class to research and mark on the map the major battlefields.
5. Ask the class to calculate how many journeys it would take and what kinds of transport would 
be necessary to make the journey home.

Two

1.  On an interactive whiteboard show the pupils the postcards from the Somme and the Somme 
football objects on the A History of the World site.

2.  Read extracts of WWI poems to the class and show them video extracts about WWI.
3.  Hold a class discussion about what life would have been like for a soldier in the trenches of 

WWI
4.  Ask what the poems and the objects tell us about the nature of warfare in WWI

Three

1.  Explain to the class that not all of the fighting in WWI occurred on land.
2.  Show the class the ship propeller from the Lusitania on the A History of the World site. 

Explain the story of the Lusitania and how the sinking of the ship was a major reason America 
joined the war against Germany.

3.  Read a summary of the accounts of life onboard a U Boat and the first-hand account from a 
survivor of U-Boat attack.

4.  Get pupils to fill in the Robert Burns Cravat Pin worksheet
5.  Split the class into two groups. Ask one group to research and write an account of what life 

would have been like in the cramped conditions of a U-Boat. Ask the second group to write 
an account of what it would have been like to have been on a ship that experienced a U-Boat 
attack

http://www.bbc.co.uk/terms/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/primaryhistory
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/HUUds1ekTSuBZQasdOY1EA
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/SYQnU3qCTr--bOpPHlRDPQ
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/OOAu88enSZmzzLM74BW_mA
http://www.bbc.co.uk/scotland/history/modern_scotland/world_war_one/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/Kq2eFwZ0Q56YBTNzqgouhA
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Teaching and learning activities

Four

1.  Show the pupils the WWI hand grenade object from A History of the World.
2.  Explain to the class that in wars previous to WWI battles and warfare were characterised by 

large numbers of infantry and cavalry in large set-piece battles. Show images of previous 
battles such as the Franco-Prussian War

3.  Split the class into three or four groups and get them to research and discuss the types of 
weapons and tactics found in WWI such as machine guns, trenches, heavy artillery, grenades 
and mustard gas.

4.  Get the groups to present their findings and discuss as a class how this war was different to 
earlier wars

Five

1.  Explain to the class that WWI started with the murder of just one man. Build the atmosphere 
and interest by telling the class that they’re going to build a crime scene investigation.

2.  Split the class into groups and ask each group to research the assassination of Archduke 
Franz Ferdinand. Each group should produce a brief report detailing who he was, why he was 
important, where he was killed, how he was killed and who killed him and for what reasons.

3.  The groups should then research what happened after the assassination and add this to their 
reports. This should include how European countries reacted.

4.  Get the pupils to fill out the Allied or Central? worksheet to find out about the Allied and 
Central? power blocks.

Six

1.  Explain to the class that each of the major combatants in WWI controlled large empires and 
that the rivalry for power between these empire nations led to competition and ultimately was 
a major factor in the outbreak of war.

2.  Split the class into groups with each group responsible for researching the empire territories 
of one of the major nations. The pupils should mark on maps of the world the territories 
controlled by the nation they are researching.

3.  The groups should then collaborate to find the other groups who are researching nations 
who held mutual treaties to help explain the different power blocks that formed the Allied and 
Central powers.

3.  As a class examine maps showing how the empires and national boundaries changed after 
the war.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/terms/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/primaryhistory
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/TPaZTP-HSeiXunHZy5EbUQ
http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/schools/primaryhistory/worksheets/british_history/bhs_iolaire_allied_central_worksheet.pdf
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Teaching and learning activities

Seven

1.  Explain to the class that almost 65 million soldiers from all over the world fought in WWI (for 
both Allied and Central sides).

2.  Show the class the A History of the World image of the Brighton Pavilion converted into WWI 
hospital for Indian soldiers.

3.  Show the class the WWI recruitment poster from the A History of the World site. 
4.  Look at the recruitment posters and newspapers from the time. Ask the class what message 

the posters and accounts are giving of the war and of the enemy.
5.  Split the class into groups and ask the groups to devise and design their own WWI 

recruitment poster.
6.  Ask the groups how they would persuade young men to join up and fight. What would they 

say about the enemy and the way they behave?

Eight

1.  Explain to the class the background to the Iolaire disaster – that lots of Scottish troops were 
trying to make it home to the islands in time for Hogmanay and that the Iolaire was very 
crowded and setting off at night.

2.  Split the group into small teams and get the pupils to research and present a TV news item as 
if the disaster was modern breaking news. There should be a news reader in the TV studio to 
break the story and ask questions of the reporter at the scene. 

3.  Other members of the group could role-play survivors of the disaster, members of the 
survivor/victims worried families, rescue services and be interviewed by the TV reporter.

4.  The report should give background into WWI, what it was like for the soldiers, the journey 
home, the events of the disaster and the impact on the families and survivors

Nine

1.  Explain to the class that every year across the nation we remember the dead of all wars by 
wearing poppies and placing wreaths of poppies at graves and places of remembrance.

2.  Ask the class to research why poppies are used to remember the dead 
3. Discuss with the class why we still remember the dead of WWI when it was so long ago.
4.  Research the list of soldiers who died in the Iolaire disaster. Split the class into groups and 

split the list of the Iolaire dead between them. Get each group to make poppies for their list of 
soldiers.

5. Each group could write a poem about their soldiers to read as they place their poppies.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/terms/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/primaryhistory
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/sv3zo_G-TrSkIQPH3Py6Jw
http://www.bbc.co.uk/ahistoryoftheworld/objects/knYt72U_QTWAu2HyqMogSg

